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Abstract: Test case prioritization (TCP) is a software testing 

technique that finds an ideal ordering of test cases for regression 

testing, so that testers can obtain the maximum benefit of their test 

suite, even if the testing process is stop at some arbitrary point. 

The recent trend of software development uses OO paradigm. This 

paper proposed a cost-cognizant TCP approach for 

object-oriented software that uses path-based integration testing. 

Path-based integration testing will identify the possible execution 

path and extract these paths from the Java System Dependence 

Graph (JSDG) model of the source code using forward slicing 

technique. Afterward evolutionary algorithm (EA) was employed 

to prioritize test cases based on the severity detection per unit cost 

for each of the dependent faults. The proposed technique was 

known as Evolutionary Cost-Cognizant Regression Test Case 

Prioritization (ECRTP) and being implemented as regression 

testing approach for experiment. 

 
Index Terms: Regression testing, Test case Prioritization, OOP, 

Cost-cognizant, APFDC. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Test case prioritization (TCP) is a software testing 

technique that finds an ideal ordering of test cases for 

regression testing, so that testers can obtain the maximum 

benefit of their test suite, even if the testing process is stop at 

some arbitrary point. The technique was first studied by [1]. 

Later, Sinha et al. [2] developed the technique in a more 

general context which was evaluated by [3]. Several TCP 

approaches are proposed in software testing community for 

regression testing. These approaches are evaluated and found 

to be efficiently and effectively revealing bugs earlier during 

regression testing. However, most of these approaches focus 

on procedural languages with only few on object-oriented 

programs [4]. Authors such as [5] and [6] addressed 

object-oriented programs but have the assumption that test 

case costs and fault severities are uniform. While in real sense, 

test case costs and fault severities vary [7]. Although some of 

these approaches [8], [9] used varying costs of test cases and 

severities of faults, but focused only on procedural programs. 

Moreover, most of these approaches adopted local search 

strategies to search for an optimized order of test cases for 

regression testing, meanwhile, these strategies mostly 
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terminate at local optima [10] and [11]. Consequently, an 

evolutionary optimization technique based on genetic 

algorithm (GA) Mitchell [12] and Whitley [13] has been 

reported to produce an astonishingly better result when 

applied for propitiating test cases. In this paper, we proposed 

an evolutionary cost-cognizant regression TCP approach for 

OOP based on the use of the previous test case execution 

record and a GA. Tests costs, faults severities, and faults 

detected by each test case from the latest regression testing 

are gathered and then use a GA to find an order with the 

greatest rate of units of fault severity detected per unit test 

cost. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Test case prioritization approaches scheduled test cases in 

an order that increases their effectiveness at meeting some 

performance goal. To understand the progress of research in 

the field of regression testing prioritization, this section 

briefly presents prioritization techniques. 

Goel & Sharma [14] proposed test case prioritization 

technique based on extended fault exposing potential. Their 

approach uses total and additional statement coverage and 

total and additional branch coverage exercised by each test 

case to measure the efficacy of the technique. Di Nardo et al. 

[15] proposed a test case prioritization technique based on 

four different coverage-based measures: Total Coverage; 

Additional Coverage; Total Coverage of modified code; and 

Additional Coverage of Modified Code. Hao et al [16] find 

out that most of the existing test case prioritization techniques 

separate the process of test case prioritization and the process 

of test case execution through the execution of all test cases 

before running the test cases. Therefore, they developed an 

adaptive test case prioritization technique that determines the 

execution order of test cases simultaneously during the 

execution of test cases. 

 Shahid & Ibrahim [17] proposed code coverage base 

regression test case prioritization technique that prioritizes 

test cases based on the percent of method covered by test 

cases. Zhang et al. [18] proposed test case prioritization 

technique that uses static paths on function call obtained by 

analyzing the source code, combined with the dynamic path 

after executing test cases, the correspondence is built 

between test cases and the static paths, identifying the 

changes which software developers modify program to 

correct defects, giving different priority to test case based on 

path coverage, test cases are selected in accordance with their 

priorities in regression testing. 
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Patil et al. [19] proposed the use of residual test coverage 

algorithm and statistical technique to develop test suite 

prioritization using residual coverage algorithm and 

statistical technique for both white-box and black-box 

testing. Miranda & Bertolino [20] proposed a new 

coverage-based test case prioritization technique using 

scope-aided testing approach. The technique considers reuse 

context while reordering test cases. Empirical evaluation of 

the technique reveals that the technique can improve the 

regression testing technique. 

Panigrahi & Mall [21] proposed a heuristic based 

regression test case prioritization technique based on the 

analysis of dependence model for object-oriented programs. 

Huang et al. [22] used historical record of the latest 

regression testing on a GA to develop test case prioritization 

for regression testing to determine the most effective 

arrangement of test cases. Results of from evaluation of the 

technique of the technique indicated that the technique can 

improve the regression testing technique. 

Li et al. [23] proposed an RTP approach that introduces the 

parallel fitness evaluation and parallel crossover. The 

approach uses computational scheme based on ordinal and 

sequential representation using a multi-objective 

evolutionary algorithm (NSG-II) to prioritize test suite. 

Empirical evaluation on eight benchmarks and one open 

source program show that a maximum speed-up is achieved. 

Panigrahi & Mall [24] proposed a test case prioritization 

technique for object-oriented programs. Velmurugan & 

Mahapatra [25] proposed a test case prioritization technique 

that considers branch coverage and DU pair coverage to 

improve the effectiveness of the regression testing process. 

The technique makes use of a Genetic Algorithm to prioritize 

test cases based on the fitness value of the individual test. 

Muthusamy & Kalimitu [26] proposed an evolutionary 

regression testing technique that prioritizes test cases base on 

the practical weights of ten factors that are grouped into four 

categories. 

Our approach for automated regression test prioritization 

of OOPs was inspired by some of the above-mentioned 

works. For example, Elbaum et al.  [27] and Malishevsky [7] 

defined a novel cost-cognizant test case prioritization 

approach for regression testing. This approach uses a 

systematic and well-coined process of assigning costs to test 

cases and severities to faults. However, the approach was 

later adopted by different researchers such as [8], [22], [28], 

[29] for developing different approaches to prioritize test 

cases during regression testing. 

III. EVOLUTIONARY COST-COGNIZANT TEST CASE  

SELECTION AND PRIORITIZATION (ECTSP) 

The proposed ECRTP approach for object-oriented 

programs, as shown in the Fig. 1. The algorithm takes as 

input the source code of given object-oriented and test suite 

of the source program all written in Java programming 

language and return as the output prioritized test cases. 

Although ECRTP was tested on some specifically certain 

example of Java programs, it overall concepts can be applied 

to any other object-oriented language allowing developers to 

test their modified programs. 

 
Fig. 1: ECRTP Algorithm Experimental Data 

To analyze the effectiveness of fault detection for the 

Evolutionary Cost-cognizant Test Case Selection and 

Prioritization approach for Object-Oriented Programs with 

regards to the mutation score using different tests costs and 

fault severities (VcUs, UcVs, VcVs), experimental results of 

Table I was evaluated. The data contents of the table include 

the object programs (Object Programs), number of test cases 

(#Test Cases) that were selected from test suite of each object 

program, number of test cases that were executed (#Test 

Cas29 

es) from among the selected test cases. The table also shows 

the number of killed mutants (#Killed Mutants), number of 

equivalent/undetected mutants (#Equivalent/Undetected 

Mutants), and the total number of mutants (#Mutants) for all 

the objects programs. The last 

column of the table shows the 
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effectiveness (EFFms(%)) of the mutation score for the 

different cost cognizant. 

Experimental data presented in Table I was used to 

compute the fitness value by the employed GA using 

different test case costs uniform faults severity (VcUs), 

uniform test case cost different faults severities (UcVs), and 

different tests cost different faults severities (VcVs) 

respectively.

Table I: Experimental Data for the Cost-cognizant Approaches 

Object 

Programs 

# Test 

Cases 

#Executed 

Test Cases 
#Killed Mutants #Equivalent Mutants 

#Mutants 

EFFms(%) 

VcUs UcVs VcVs VcUs UcVs VcVs VcUs UcVs VcVs 

Tri 6 2 58 58 61 42 42 39 100 58.00 58.00 61.00 

BST1 20 4 45 48 64 43 40 24 88 51.14 54.55 72.73 

BST2 34 3 68 70 70 28 26 26 96 70.83 72.92 72.92 

BAC 16 3 45 50 45 55 50 55 100 45.00 50.00 45.00 

SLL 18 2 53 50 53 27 30 27 80 66.25 62.50 66.25 

ATRS 21 3 50 58 55 20 12 15 70 71.43 82.86 78.57 

CFM 28 3 55 55 61 45 45 39 100 55.00 55.00 61.00 

ECS 40 4 53 51 58 41 43 36 94 56.38 54.26 61.70 

Total 185 24 427 440 467 301 288 261 728 474.00 490.07 519.17 

The effectiveness of the three cost-cognizant test case 

prioritization approaches in terms of mutants’ detectability 

was compared and discussed in this sub section. Charts from 

two figures were used to analyze the three approaches. 

Error! Reference source not found.. 2 compared the 

effectiveness of fault detection of the three approaches 

against the object programs used while Error! Reference 

source not found.3 compared the percentage of 

effectiveness of the approaches by considering the mutation 

score of the three cost-cognizant approaches.  

IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

From the result shown in Error! Reference source not 

found., the overall fitness values of the effectiveness for the 

object programs were depicted in Error! Reference source 

not found.2. Four of the eight object programs that had the 

highest effectiveness values came from the three 

cost-cognizant approaches (VcUs, UcVs, VcVs). VcVs gets 

the highest effectiveness score on three object programs, it 

had highest effectiveness score on one object program 

(BST1, 72.73%) and sharing two highest scores with the 

remaining two approaches one program object to each of the 

remaining two approaches. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Effectiveness of the Prioritization Approaches 

UcVs gets the highest effectiveness score has the highest 

effectiveness score on one object program (ATRS, 82.86%) 

and sharing one highest score (BST2, 72.92%) with VcVs 

approach. 

While the remaining highest effectiveness score among the 

scores of the four object programs (SLL, 66.25%) achieved 

by VcUs approach was also attained by VcVs approach. This 

made VcVs the most prepared cost-cognizant approach 

among the three approaches. 

 
Fig. 3: Average Effectiveness of the Prioritization 

Approaches 

Fig. 3 presents the average effectiveness score of fault 

detection for the three cost-cognizant prioritization 

approaches (VcUs, UcVs, VcVs). The chats depicted by this 

figure indicated that VcVs had the highest percentage score 

for the effectiveness (64.90%) of fault detection among the 

three cost-cognizant approaches. 

UcVs gets the second highest effectiveness (61.26%) of 

fault detection, while the least score was attained by VcUs 

(59.25%). 

V. DISCUSSION 

From the analysis conducted on the experimental data 

presented in Table I and chats depicted by Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, it 

was observed that VcVs have the highest effectiveness of 

fault detection among the three cost-cognizant approaches. 

VcVs Scored the highest number of object programs’ 

effectiveness of fault detection for the mutation score. The 

three of the four highest effectiveness attained by VcVs are 

BST1 72.73%, BST2 72.92%, and SLL 66.25%. While in 

terms of the percentage, the effectiveness of fault detection 

for the mutation score, VcVs had the highest effectiveness 

score among the three cost-cognizant prioritization 

approaches. Scoring 64.90% effectiveness of fault detection, 

which was the highest score attained by any of the three 

cost-cognizant prioritization 

approaches. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Results of the experiment conducted, and the analysis 

presented on APFDc showed that there were statistical 

differences between ECRTP and other prioritization 

approaches or testing object-oriented programs. ECRTP was 

found to produces the best APFDc result as compared with 

the four other approaches followed by JaNaMa and then 

RanPrio on all the experimental objects. The last two 

approaches, NonPrio and RevPrio had the worst performance 

in terms of APFDc measure as they not able to produce a 

single best result on the eight experimental objects during 

empirical study. With the results of the experiment 

conducted, and the analysis presented on APFDc showed that 

there were statistical differences between ECRTP and other 

prioritization approaches or testing object-oriented programs. 

ECRTP was found to produces the best APFDc result as 

compared with the four other approaches followed by 

JaNaMa and then RanPrio on all the experimental objects. 

The last two approaches, NonPrio and RevPrio had the worst 

performance in terms of APFDc measure as they not able to 

produce a single best result on the eight experimental objects 

during empirical study. 
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